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How might the contribution of PPR be appraised? Perhaps in two ways: as furthering the knowledge of historical performance and as advancing the view that this is a worthwhile endeavor (more concerning this latter in “Reflections on Performance Practice” below). The furthering of knowledge may be seen in a wide variety of materials published over the past decade (90 articles and 51 reviews are listed in the index below). These have reached out into earlier and later time periods than had been usual for performance practice, on the one hand to the ornamental neumes of the 9th century (McGee 96/34)\(^1\) and on the other to John Cage’s late-20th-century indeterminism (Lochhead, 94/230). Nor have tangential areas been shunned, such as musical venues (Harer, 95/84), the gestures of singers (Toft, 96/146), or the improvisations of commedia dell’arte actors (Farahat, 90/121), each for its potential effect on historical performance.

The wealth and diversity of PPRs writings can but be suggested in the résumé that follows. In it the division into time periods and performance attributes provides some notion of the scope and variety of

---

\(^1\) I.e. in the issue of 1996 beginning on page 34.
the materials, while the various précis highlight the essential ideas within the individual articles.

**Middle Ages (9th to 14th Centuries)**

*Improvisatory Elements*

In Gregorian chant the neume shapes often disclose ornaments that have long remained unrecognized by chant performers (McGee, 96/39). Troubadour and trouvère chansons were most likely sung in the manner they were declaimed, i.e. with (more or less) equal note lengths and without any fixed recurrence of stresses (Van der Werf, 88/47). Such a lack of recurrent stresses necessitates that a different rhythm be adopted in successive stanzas (Pensom, 97/this issue).

*Tuning*

Certain of Landini’s song settings can be rendered effectively within a strict Pythagorean tuning, while others lend themselves to a quasi-Pythagorean tuning in which certain of the 3rds (such as b-d#) are sung euphoniously (Lindley, 96/114).

**Renaissance (15th to 16th Centuries)**

*Voices and Instruments*

Vocalizing (singing on a neutral syllable) as a means of realizing parts without text in 15th-century chansons and mass movements is a procedure that has been validated by a painting showing a group of angels singing from untexted music (McGee, 93/1). Although specific instrumental scorings were lacking during the latter half of the 16th century, intabulations such as those by Terzi provide clues as to how certain instruments, such as the lutes, participated in contempo-
rary ensembles (Court, 95/147). The numbers of instruments and voices taking part in 16th- and 17th-century Roman patronal feast-day processions and polychoral presentations is preferred by account books of the time (O’Regan, 95/107). The performance of the trombone (tonguing, articulation, and other matters) can profit from instructions provided by woodwind tutors such as Ganassi’s (Guion, 96/178).

**Improvisatory Elements**

Improvised polyphony played a part in certain 16th-century *commedia dell’arte* productions (Farahat, 90/121). Milan’s treatise provides a compendium of vocal diminutions (Jacobs, 91/116). This practice of diminutions is carried further by Conforti, who underscored the importance of their artful application (Bradshaw, 95/5). Virginalist ornamentation of various kinds can sometimes be identified on the basis of (single, double, or triple) strokes found in Elizabethan scores (Hunter, 96/66).

**Tempo**

Proportional relations had an effect on dance tempi, such as on the relation between the *bassadanza* and *saltarello* (Nevile, 93/116).

**Tuning**

The Stanford organ is endowed with the capability of switching from a baroque to Renaissance historical tuning. But the differing mean-tone temperaments required by various Renaissance composers necessitate compromises (Lindley, 88/107; Bates and Marshall, 89/146; Bates, Marshall, and Lindley, 94/85).
Baroque (17th Century)

Voices and Instruments

Performing techniques are described for the baroque cello (Vanscheeuwijck, 95/73), the baroque violin (Cyr, 95/54), and the baroque trombone (Guion, 96/178), and the diction and gestures appropriate for the 17th- and 18th-century singer (especially as set forth in Il Corago) are also brought under scrutiny (Termini, 93/146). The trio sonata made use of a variety of different scorings, including for instance, a keyboard and string continuo as well as occasionally a string instrument alone (Mangsen, 90/138). Falsobordone (c. 1600) was realizable by several voices or by a single singer supported by instruments (Bradshaw, 97/this issue). Tallis’s 40-part motet, reinstated at various 17th-century princely ceremonies, was arranged for different assortments of instruments (Woodfield, 94/154). San Petronio (Bologna) as a venue for sacred music, combining voices and instruments, reached its zenith in the 17th century (Vanscheeuwijck, 95/73).

Improvisatory Elements

Several studies cast fresh light on 17th-century ornamentation, by considering anew the treatises of Rognoni (Carter, 89/5), Durante (Sanders, 93/60), and Mersenne (Seares, 93/141), and one study pointed to the original theorists as the most reliable guide for realizing thorough bass (Goede-Klinkhamer, 97/80).

Tempo

Brossard added his own tempo words onto a number of movements in Jacquet de la Guerre’s opera (Griffiths, 95/28). Time signatures can be taken as a viable means for determining the diverse speeds to be taken in Purcell’s instrumental music (Cyr, 94/180).

Tuning
Chromatic harpsichords (with either 19 or 31 keys per 8ve) had the capacity to modulate into remote keys while retaining a (euphonious) meantone tuning (Stembridge, 92/5; Stembridge and Wraight, 94/150). The tuning systems applicable to particular French baroque composers, Marais, L. Couperin, et al., intensify and make distinctive the keys they employed (Lindley, 96/114).

Articulation

Articulative nuances were achieved by certain lute fingerings, such as by moving from 1 to 1 on the same string (Sandman, 93/129). A generalized technique of woodwind tonguings for rapid passages prevailed throughout the baroque and eventually gave way c. 1750 to an emphasis upon slurs (Haynes, 97/44). Brossard’s insertion of breath marks in Jacquet’s opera enhances our knowledge of this aspect of baroque singing technique (Griffiths, 95/28).

Baroque (Early 18th Century)

Voices and Instruments

That Bach could have performed his Well Tempered Clavier on a fretted clavichord is supported by a consideration of problematical intervals (Loucks, 92/247). Partbooks confirm that Bach may have sometimes called upon single string instruments in his cantatas (Rifkin, 91/5). The earlier gut-strung, fingered mandolin is not to be confused with the early-18th-century, Neapolitan, metal-strung and plectrum-activated instrument (Tyler and Sparks, 96/166).

Improvisatory Elements

Ornaments should be played spontaneously rather than as mere formulas (Neumann, 88/71). Some questions still remain concerning Bach’s ornaments in the Goldberg Variations as they appear in the Neue Bach-Ausgabe (Schwandt, 90/58). The nature of vibrato and the extent of its application became the focus of several studies.
(Neumann, 91/14; Gable, 92/90; Zaslaw, 91/28). Questions surrounding inequality and overdotting, the extent they may have been utilized outside of France (for instance in Dresden), and whether they may have affected certain of Bach’s works, were addressed (Hefting, 94/133), and subsequently commented upon (Fuller, 94/120; Schwandt, 94/146).

Tuning

Three scholars (Bates, Marshall, and Lindley, 94/85) came to a reconciliation in their views concerning how to tune the Stanford organ, that it might to best advantage present divergent repertories, such as that of the French school and of Bach.

Classic Period (late 18th and early 19th Centuries)

Voices and Instruments

The 6-course guitar (from the late 18th-century on) possessed a unique sound and idiom as well as being harmonically more sophisticated than its predecessors (Tyler, 97/61). The bass clarinet, as played by Stadler, may be regarded as applicable to a number of Mozart’s post-1788 works aside from the Quintet and Concerto (Adelson, 97/this issue). Tromlitz’s flute treatise (Bowers, 94/65) moves beyond flute performance (tone quality, expressivity, intonation) to more generalized performance questions (articulation, rhythm, tempo, ornaments). Two dedicatees of Mozart’s concert arias were heard by their contemporaries as markedly different, not only in the quality of their voices but in their technical abilities (Baker, 89/135). The gestures of opera singers in England were closely coordinated with the texts they sang (Toft, 96/146). The Viennese theaters that housed early performances of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven possessed acoustical properties and sizes differing from those of more recent halls (Harer, 95/83).

Improvisatory Elements
Faye Ferguson’s critique of *Ornamentation and Improvisation in Mozart* is responded to (Neumann, 88/92). Written-out *Eingänge* have been found for a number of Beethoven’s early sonatas (Polan, 94/78). Late 18th-century rubato, as evidenced, for example, in a decorated repetition by Mozart, was primarily of the kind based on slight deviations from the written rhythms (Rosenblum, 93/158).

**Tempo**

Crotch recommended pendulum lengths as a means of determining the tempi in specific works by Handel, Haydn, and others (Rubin, 89/34).

**Articulation**

The nature and extent of pauses (some lengthier, some shorter) in singing (Toft, 94/199) and of breath marks in Blavet’s flute music (Peterman, 91/186) afford valuable insights into 18th-century articulation.

**Romantic Period (19th to Early 20th Centuries)**

**Instruments**

Brahms favored Viennese pianos, such as his own Streicher, which possessed distinctive timbres between their registers (Cai, 89/58). In the 19th and 20th centuries novel techniques, such as the tremolo were explored on the mandolin (Tyler and Sparks, 96/166). Timpani were made more adaptable to the quick key changes of 19th-century music through the invention of new tuning devices (Bowles, 97/this issue). In Italian opera the earlier dichotomy between vocal coach and instrumental (first-violin) director was merged into a single conductor by mid-century (Chusid, 90/7; Jensen, 91/34). Granados carried pianistic and pedaling techniques to new levels of sophistication (Hess, 93/89).
Improvisatory Elements

The portamento added expressivity to certain 19th-century arias, as is evidenced by the written-out realizations of García and others (Kauffman, 92/139). The nature and execution of woodwind vibrato were explained by a number of 19th- and early-20th-century theorists (Manning, 95/67).

Tempo

Whereas Mendelssohn and Berlioz favored consistent tempi, Wagner's fluctuated—his second themes, for instance (according to one report) were reduced to 2/3 of the opening speed (Bowen, 93/77). Mahler's frequent tempo changes, sometimes within a few measures, represented a form of written-out rubato (Raabe, 90/70).

Articulation

An effort to make articulation more precise notationally resulted in a profusion of new signs, reflecting ever-increasing subtleties (Rosenblum, 97/31).

20th Century

Recordings of their own works by 20th-century composers allow unique insights into their manner of interpreting. Scriabin's piano playing (preserved on Welte Mignon piano rolls) incorporated subtle shifts of tempo, often from one measure to the next (Leikin, 96/197). Strauss's conducting of Don Juan shows a number of excisions as well as adjustments in scoring (Holden, 97/17). Stravinsky's observations on his own recording of Le sacre and those by other conductors reveal his acceptance of digressions from his own tempo indications (Buxbaum, 88/61). Cage's recording of Fontana Mix offers clues to the realization of other of his indeterminate scores (Lochhead, 94/233). Concerning editing, Weill's frequently
revised stage productions make difficult the establishment of a "definitive" version (Harsh, 26/127).

Reflections on Performance Practice

What has been the persuasion of performance practice? That a composer had an original conception of how a work might best be performed (with some latitude for performer variability), that this conception can (at least in part) be recovered, and that our obligation to a composer is to bring back his or her work as originally intended. This persuasion has underlain the materials appearing in *PPR*, and a number of editorials—beginning with one by Robert Donington (89/199)—have attempted to clarify (and defend) it.

Contrary sentiments have appeared, to be sure, and in the past 10 to 15 years in particular a certain skepticism has arisen concerning the aims and validity of performance practice. These contrary views seem to fall mainly into three categories: (1) that we can only restore in part the performance of past music (since certain aspects will always be obscure or nebulous) and that therefore we should not even attempt to do so, since a partial reconstruction must remain ultimately arbitrary and therefore unsatisfying; (2) that performance is essentially a present-oriented activity, and that a player or singer therefore inevitably interprets in accordance with his or her own time rather than that of the time in which the work was composed (Richard Taruskin has been the main spokesperson for this view);\(^2\) and (3) that the conforming to historical criteria inevitably takes away from the spontaneity and individuality of a performance, a tendency that if carried to its ultimate would eliminate personal expression altogether (a possibility Peter Kivy has recently been emphasizing).\(^3\)


How might performance practice respond to these kinds of questionings? (1) that even a partial recalling of a past manner of performance (the instrument used, the tempo adopted, etc.) brings us more nearly in touch with the music and with the mind of its composer, thereby allowing a fuller sense of the work to emerge; (2) that to consider the performer as simply of the present is but a half-truth at best, for the present lies very much in the externals of performing (audience rapport, etc.), whereas the internals consist in taking a listener into the past, into the time of the music being performed, adopting its attributes and invoking its special feeling content; and (3) that to perform historically does not at all preclude personal feeling, for there have always existed certain subtleties that composers took for granted and did not feel obliged or even able to note (slight modifications of rhythm and dynamics particularly), and that these are probably the very qualities that composers esteemed most in performers.

Much has been made of late (by Taruskin and others) by the fact that historical performance is becoming more overtly emotional, abandoning its earlier rigidity and “letter of the law” approach. Is this a sign of reconciliation with mainstream performance? Strangely enough, the mainstream during this very same time has become increasingly concerned with the historical (authentic instruments, original tempi, etc.). The two sides (historical and mainstream) seem indeed to be moving closer together.

What might be described as ideal? That the performer initially find out as much as possible about the historical aspects of a work, its performance practice details, and then (avoiding any departures from a composer’s directives) imbue these with his or her own personal expressivity. Expression will be achieved especially through the performer’s ability to inflect or subtly alter (rhythmically, dynamically, etc.) the individual tones. The result would be an estimable combination. On the one hand, whatever is known as coming from the composer would be revered, and on the other the performer’s proclivities as regards personal expression would be fulfilled.
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Bach, Carl Philipp
Emanuel: 97/188-120; and appoggiatura, 97/130; and Eingang, 94/78-82; and number of singers in Hamburg, 91/6; and keyboard pedaling, 95/102; recording his keyboard music, 90/103-105; and rubato, 94/35, 36, 47; and trio sonata, 90/141-2, 164
Bach, Johann Sebastian: and articulation, 97/149; as organist, 90/86-89; and Casals's performance of, 97/3; and cello, 96/89-90; and choral singing, 96/12; and choirs, 97/139; and continuo group, 92/109-12; edition of Goldberg Variations, 90/58-69; effect on audience of St. Matthew Passion, 97/6-7; and inequality, 94/147-8; and inequality and overdotting, 97/143; and irregular temperaments, 94/90-91; and meantone temperament, 96/98; and orchestra, 91/5-13; and ornamentation (Goldberg Variations), 91/93-94; and ornamentation (as interpreted by Klotz), 88/76-91; and
organ music, 89/103-106; and performance practice, 96/25; and Stanford organ tuning, 92/165-6, 178-9, 182-95; and vibrato, 92/97; and vocal articulation, 97/52; and WTC on fretted clavichord, 92/247-292. Works: Brandenburg Concerto no. 2, 97/5; Brandenburg Concerto no. 5 (recordings of), 96/4; St. John Passion, 97/9
Bach, Johann Christian: and piano pedaling (levers), 95/102
Bach family: and overtures, 94/144
Bacilly, Bénigne de, on rhythm, 94/140
Bacon, Richard, on singing, 94/2
Badura-Skoda, Eva: and piano at Esterhazy, 95/103
Badura-Skoda, Paul, study on Haydn ornaments, 97/121
Badura-Skoda, Eva and Paul; and Mozart performance, 97/123; and Mozart’s pedal piano, 97/180-1
Baillot, Pierre: and rubato, 94/39, 96/196
Baker, Theodore; and rubato, 94/51
bollo: and tempo from Pythagorean ratios, 93/116-28
Baltzar, Thomas: and violin playing, 95/54, 61-64
Banchieri, Adriano: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/11, 14-15; and thorough bass, 97/84, 86, 103, 107; violone and string tuning, 96/83-84
Barbella: and mandolin playing, 96/170
Bardi, Giovanni de’, letter to Caccini, 90/78-79
Bariolla, Ottavio: and d# on chromatic keyboard, 92/8
baroque: and French dance rhythms, 89/100-102; and German music education, 95/171-6
barré, in guitar performance, 97/79
Bartha, Dénes: and contredanse performance, 97/121
Bartók, Bela: as played by Sandor, 96/37; editions and recordings, 96/18; and piano pedaling, 93/173-5; and personality in interpretation, 97/40; and rubato, 94/52, 96/194, 198
Bartolotti: and guitar performance, 97/67
Bassani, Giovanni Battista: and D♭ and F# chords on chromatic harpsichord, 92/29-30
bassoon, tonguing on, 97/44
Bayly, Anselm, on aspiration in singing, 94/30; on singing and speech, 94/1, 5
BBC Third Programme: and performance practice issues, 89/73-81
Beethoven, Ludwig van: and articulation, 97/37-38; and Broadwood piano, 94/97; and cadenza (Third Concerto), 96/12; and Eingang, 94/78-84; and effect on audience of First Symphony, 97/6-7; and Fifth Symphony recordings, 96/20-21, 24; and Graf piano performance of Op. 110, 97/5; and Haydn, 97/122; and legato on keyboard, 97/35; and mandolin, 96/170; andmetrical markings, 96/19; and Newman book on keyboard performance, 91/101-5; and Norrington performances of, 96/28; and piano pedaling, 93/161-3; 95/100-102, 105; and rubato, 94/39-40, 44-45; and Saint-Saëns performance, 89/131; and R. Strauss recordings of, 97/18, 26; and tempi in recorded performances, 96/11; performances of in Viennese theaters, 95/84-91
bel canto, 90/97-99
Bellini, Vincenzo, rubato in, 96/196
Benda, Franz: and rubato, 94/35-39, 96/196
Benjamin Cosyn’s Virginal Book: and fingering, 92/133
Bent, Margaret: and partial signatures, 97/249, 253; and slashed circle proportion sign, 97/145
Bérard, Jean-Antoine: and vibrato, 92/92
Berg, Alban: and rubato, 96/198
Berger, Anna Maria Busse: and mensuration signs, 92/126
Berger, Christian: and partial signatures, 97/249
Berger, Karol: and musica ficta, 91/69; and partial signatures, 97/249, 253
Berio, Luciano: and trombone composition, 96/193
Berlioz, Hector: and singers changing notes, 96/27-28; and trombone, 96/191
Bernhard, Christoph: and rubato, 91/17; and thorough bass, 97/85, 93; and rubato, 91/17
Bermudo, Juan: and reference to “concierto,” 95/163; and guitar technique, 97/62; and ornamentation, 91/116
Berteau, Martin: and cello grip, 96/90
Besseler, Heinrich: and contredanse, 97/121
Bevin, Edward, ornaments, 96/71
Bianciardi, Francesco: and thorough bass, 97/82, 84, 86-89, 97, 100
bibliographies, of performance practice of French baroque, 88/18-24; of Classic period, 88/27
Bilson, Malcolm: and Classic era keyboards, 91/72; and expressivity in historical performance, 96/14-15; and Viennese pianos, 91/13, 97/139
Binkley, Thomas: and trouvère performance, 93/183-4
Bischoff, Hans, Bach edition by, 90/59
Bismantova, Bartolomeo: and cello bowing, 96/87-88; and tonguing of winds, 97/47, 50
Bisset: and vibrato, 91/25
Bizet, Georges: and portamento, 92/140
Blanchet: and vibrato, 92/92
Blavet, Michel, breath marks in, 91/186-98
Blitheman, John, use of stroke as ornament in, 96/69-70
blues, guitar playing of, 97/70
Boieldieu, Adrien: and piano pedaling, 95/100
Bologna (San Petronio), musical performance in, 95/73-83
Bolton, Thomas: and gesture in singing, 96/149-50
Boni, Gaetano: and mandolin
Bononcini, Giovanni Maria: and cello fingering, 96/89; and thorough bass, 95/84; and trio sonata, 90/146, 149-50
Bonta, Stephen: and cello and violone, 96/83
Borgir, Tharald: and continuo, 90/140
Boulez, Pierre: and articulation, 97/39; and use of guitar, 97/78; and mandolin, 96/175
Bowen, José: and performance practice, 97/8; and Wagner’s singers, 97/140
Bowers, Roger: and pitch and voice types (1380-1450), 97/147; and proportions in Monteverdi, 97/145
Boyden, David: and baroque dynamics, 97/149-50
Boyvin: and tuning of Stanford organ, 92/178-82
Brahms, Johannes: and Joachim recordings, 94/100; and rubato, 94/49; and piano pedaling, 93/169-172; and vibrato, 92/97; and Viennese pianos, 89/58-72, 97/140; Viennese theaters in which performed, 95/84, 88, 92 brass instruments, 91/78-79 breathing (in singing), in England, late 18th c., 94/1-32 breath marks, in Blavet, 91/186-98; in Jacquet de la Guerre, 95/39-44 Breckbill, David: and Wagner's singers, 97/140; and Wagner in recordings, 94/250-1
Bremner, Robert: and vibrato, 91/24, 29-30

Brett, Philip: and authenticity, 89/175; and Tallis motet, 94/57
Brombaugh, John: and Bach organs, 90/88
Brossard, Sebastien: and Italian sonatas, 90/163-4; and Jacquet's Cephale, 95/28-53; on piquer, 94/142
Brown, A. Peter: and Haydn, 97/122-3; and sources, 97/118
Brown, Clive: and Wagner performance, 94/248
Brown, Earle: and performing of Cage, 94/235

Brown, John, on types of aria, 89/139
Brown, Howard Mayer: and authenticity, 89/174; and book on instruments, 95/165-6; and contribution to performance practice, 93/107-115; and national styles of instruments, 91/66, 69; and performance practice in general, 9164-79; and vibrato, 92/101
Brunelli, Antonio: and tonguing, 97/52
Budden, Julian: and opera conducting, 91/47-49
Buelow, George, book on Heinichen's thorough bass, 91/85-88
Bull, John: and creation of Prince Henry, 94/57; and fingering, 92/137; and ornaments, 96/74
Biilow, Hans von: and editing, 97/38; and Viennese hall where performed, 95/92
Buonamente, Giovanni Battista: and trio sonata, 90/142-6, 150, 152-3
Burney, Charles: and rubato, 96/195; and timpani, 97/201
Busby, Thomas: and rubato, 94-44-45
Busoni, Ferruccio: and rubato, 94/51
Butt, John: and articulation in Bach, 92/198-202, 97/149; and German baroque music education, 95/171-6

Buxtehude, Dietrich: and organ tuning on Stanford organ, 92/181-2, 191-2

Byrd, William: and ornaments, 96/172, 175

Cabezón, Antonio de, falsobordone arrangement, 97/239-40

Caccini, Giulio: and dynamics (esclamazione), 97/150; and rubato (sprezzatura), 94/43; and string instrument in continuo, 97/67; and trillo, 96/50; and vocal embellishment, 95/13, 16

Cai, Camilla, on Brahms’s pianos, 97/140
cadenza, performer’s role in, 97/3; style of, 97/4

Cage, John: and indeterminate works, 94/233-41

Calace, mandolin technique, 96/174
camerata (Florence), 90/78-81

Carreño, Teresa: and rubato, 94/51

Carter, Elliott: and performance of own works, 96/11-12; and rubato, 96/199

Cartesy, Patrick: and Wagner staging, 94/251-2

Casals, Pablo: and mainstream performance, 97/3

Castello, Dario: and thorough bass, 97/97, 101, 104

Cavaccio, Giovanni: and d# on split-key harpsichords, 92/21

Cavalli, Francesco: and guitar in continuo, 97/67; and soloistic bass parts in continuo, 96/86

Cavazzoni, Girolamo: and chromatic notes on keyboard, 92/17; and Stanford organ, 92/168-9

Cazzati, Maurizio: and chromatic keyboard, 92/28; and music in San Petronio (Bologna), 95/75-76; and trio sonata, 90/144-52, 160-62
cello, in baroque, 96/78-96; in 18th c. France, 88/13

Cerha, Friedrich, thorough bass realization by, 97/92

Cerone, Domenico Pietro: and diminutions, 91/116-31; and examples of diminutions, 91/132-85

Cesarini, Carlo: and mandolin performance, 96/170

Cesti, Antonio, performance of his work in Viennese theater, 95/84

chanson: and ornaments in 15th c., 97/141
chanson de geste, rhythm of, 88/58
chansonnier Cangé: and troubadour rhythm, 88/45-46, 52
Charles, Charles: and piano pedaling, 95/103
CHARM (Centre for the History and Analysis of Recorded Music), 96/16-38, 123-6
Chaumont, Lambert: and modified meantone tuning, 89/158-9
Checci, Eugenio: and Verdi and Mariani, 91/51
chiavette: and transposition, 95/93-4
choirs, in late 16th c. Rome, 95/107-46
Chopin, Fryderyk: and piano pedaling, 93/164-6, 168-9, 95/99, 104-5; as piano teacher, 89/107-10; and rubato, 94/41-43, 47, 50, 52, 96/195, 197-8; and Saint-Saëns. 89/132
Chorley, Henry: and rubato, 94/41
Christian, Adolph: and rubato, 94/50
chromatic harpsichord (cimbalo cromatico), in 17th c. Italy, 92/5-43
Cicero: and gesture in oratory, 96/151
Cima, Giovanni Paolo: and accompaniment, 97/111; and cello, 96/86; and thorough bass, 97/84, 98-101; and transposition to facilitate playing unusual keys, 92/8-11
Cimarosa, Domenico: and rubato, 96/196
Ciur, Thomas: and fortepiano, 97/124
Clardy, Mary Karen: and woodwind vibrato, 95/72
Classic piano music, 90/90-96
clavichord: and Bach’s WTC, 92/247-92
Clementi, Muzio: and keyboard articulation, 97/35-36; and piano pedaling, 95/100-102; and rubato, 94/39
Cleret fils: and transcribing gigues from duple to triple, 94/126
Clinkscale, Martha Novak: and piano (1700-1820), 94/93-97
Colombi, Giuseppe: and trio sonata, 90/157-8
Colonna, Fabio: and cello, 96/86; and enharmonic clavichord in La Sambuca Lincea, 92/7, 16-17
commedia dell’arte actors: and Lasso, 90/121-37
conducting, of Roman 16th c. polychoral choirs, 95/135-6; of 19th c. Italian opera, 91/34-63; of Verdi, 90/7-57
Conforti, Giovanni Luca: and falsobordone, 97/230-238; and vocal embellishment, 95/5-27
Conti, Francesco: and mandolin, 96/170
continuo instruments, in Italian baroque, 89/93-99; in French baroque opera, 88/13; guitar among, 97/67; lute, aruehlute, and theorbo among, 90/82-85
Copeland, George, performance of Debussy, 96,11, 97/4
Copeman, Harold: and Latin pronunciation, 92/103, 96/164
Copland, Aaron: and rubato, 96/199
Corelli, Arcangelo: and Muffat’s bowing, 91/219; and ornaments 96/29-30, 34-35; and trio sonata, 90/138-64
Cornazano, Antonio: and 15th c. dance, 93/166-17, 128
cornett: and tonguing, 97/43
Corrette, Michel: and cello fingering, 96/189; and cello method, 96/90-96; and inequality, 94/127, 135-6; and meantone tuning, 89/159-61; and tonguing, 97/57
Corri, Domenico: and phrasing and breathing in singing, 94/13, 17-19, 22-23, 31; and rubato, 96/195
Costa, Michael: and operatic conducting, 91/223-5
Costello, Dario: and thorough bass, 97/92
Cosyn, Benjamin: and stroke as ornament, 96/71, 76-77
Couperin, Louis: and temperaments, 96/119, 97/148
Couperin, François: and inequality, 94/130, 137; and viol bowing, 96/207
Coya, Donatiello: and falsobordone, 97/237-8
Cramer, Carl Friedrich: and vibrato, 91/24, 30-31
Cramer, Johann Baptist: and piano pedaling, 95/100
criticism: and performance practice, 88/56
Crotch, William: and tempo markings, 89/34-57
Crüger, Johann: and vibrato, 91/20
Crutchfield, Will: and authenticity, 89/174; and portamento in Mozart, 94/101; and vibrato, 92/102; and voices, 91/71-72
Cuzzoni, Francesca: and rubato, 96/1
Czerny, Carl: and Eingang in Beethoven, 94/78-79; and piano pedaling, 93/166, 95/101, 106; and rubato, 94/45-46, 96,197
Dahlhaus, Carl: and partial signatures, 97/249, 253
dance: and French baroque music, 88/17; and pendulum tempos, 97/145; and rhythm in French baroque, 89/100-102; and rhythm in troubadours and trouvères, 88/54-56
Dandrieu, Jean-François: and piqué, 94/130
D’Anglebert, Jean-Henry: and book by Beverly Scheibert, 88; 133-37; and St. Lambert, 96/203
Danoville (Augustin d’Autrecourt): and viol bowing, 96/205; and vibrato, 91/21, 26
Davaux, Jean-Baptiste: and tempo markings, 89/42
David, Ferdinand: and trombone, 96/190
David, François: and inequality, 94/127
Daza, Esteban; and ornaments, 91/119
Dazeley, George: and bass clarinet in Mozart, 97/52-3, 155-6, 159; and scoring with basset clarinet, 97/171
Debussy, Claude: and articulation, 97/39; and editions, 96/18; and Érard piano, 93/172; performance by Copland of, 96/11-12, 97/4; and piano pedaling, 93/171-3; recordings of, 96/18, 20; and rubato, 96/198
degl’Antonii, Giovanni Battista: and cello, 96/86
Delair, Denis: and St. Lambert, 96/202-203; and thorough bass, 96/201
del Buono, Gianpietro: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/10, 14, 31
Del Mar, Norman: and R. Strauss, 97/25
de Lucia, Fernando: and portamento, 92/139-40, 148
Delusse: and tonguing, 97/49, 57
Dempster, Stuart: and trombone, 96/192
Deppe, Ludwig: and syncopated piano pedaling, 93/167
Destinn, Emmy: and portamento, 92/147
Devienne, François: and flute tonguing, 9747, 50, 57
De Visée: and guitar performance, 97/67
diction: in singing baroque opera, 93/146-57
Dieppo, Antoine: and trombone, 96/191
d’India, Sigismondo, guitar in continuo, 97/67
diminutions, as described by Mersenne, 93/141-5
Diruta, Girolamo: and keyboard articulation, 97/32
dissonance, in thorough bass realizations, 97/105-10
Dobbins, Frank: and Doulce memoire, 91/200
Dolmetsch, Arnold: 89/117-18; and keyboard instrument for WTC, 92/249, 261
Donington, Robert: and vibrato, 92/91, 98-99
Donizetti, Gaetano: and rubato, 96/196
double bass, in French baroque opera orchestra, 88/13
double harp (arpa doppia), 92/19
double tonguing (woodwind), 97/41-60
Doulce memoire, versions of in 16th c. chanson, 91/199-201
Dowland, John: and accompaniment, 97/112-113
Draghi, Antonio, performance of in Viennese theater, 95/84
Dreyfus, Laurence; and Bach continuo group, 92/109-12; And Bach organ music, 90/88
Drouet, Louis: and tonguing, 97/47, 49, 50, 57

Dublin Virginal Book: and ornaments, 96/67-70, 73-74
Dufay, Guillaume: and partial signatures, 97/254
Duffin, Ross: and Latin pronunciation, 92/103
Duncan Burnetts Virginal Book: and ornaments, 96/71
Dunstan, Ralph: and agogic rubato, 94/50
Duschek, Josefa: and singing of Mozart’s concert aria, K528, 89/139
Dussek, Frantisek Xaver: and piano pedaling, 95/100, 103
Duval, Pierre: and inequality, 94/140

dynamics, in baroque, 97/149-50; in 18th c. 97/150; in Türk, 95/2-3
Ebreo da Pesano, Guglielmo: and 15th c. dance tempi, 93/116-17
Edge, Dexter, on Mozart scoring, 97/170-71
Edgcumbe, Lord: and gesture in singing, 96/147-8
Edidin, Aron: and use of original instruments, 97/5-6
editing: and Bach’s Goldberg Variations 90/58-69; and Classic period, 88/28-29, 90/92-96; and performance practice, 96/6-8; and Weill, 96/127-4
Eggert, Paul: and literary editing, 96/134
Eingang, in early Beethoven, 94/78-84
Einstein, Alfred: and Mozart’s K528, 89/137
Elgar, Edward: and portamento, 96/33, 97/144; recordings of, 96/38; and rubato, 94/51
embellishment (vocal), in Conforti, 95/5-27
emotionalism: and late 19th c. music, 97/146
Engramelle, Marie Dominique Joseph: and style of French music in 1775, 94/130; and inequality, 94/130, 139-40
ensembles (instrumental): and 16th c. lutes, 95/147-70
Epstein, Richard, as editor, 97/38
Ertmann, Dorothea von: and rubato, 94/46
estampie, rhythm in, 88/55
Evelyn, John: and playing of Matteis, 95/64
expressivity, in flute performance (Tromlitz) 94/68-70; and performance practice, 95/1-4
Fallows, David: and 15th c. chanson ornaments, 97/141; and 15th c. polyphony, 91/68
falsobordone, performance of, 97/224-47
Foss, Lucas, 96/199
Fay, Amy: and Liszt’s piano pedaling, 93, 166
Fechner: and timpani technique, 97/208-9
Feder, Georg: and authenticity of Haydn sonata, 97/117
Feldman, Morton: and Cage performance, 94/235
Fétis, François-Joseph, on conducting Italian opera, 91/37
Ferguson, Faye: and Mozart’s ornaments, 88/92-106
Fifield, Christoph: and Wagner’s conducting, 94/250; and Wagner’s tempo fluctuations, 97/146
Finck, Henry: and rubato, 94/50-51
fingering, on cello, 96/87, on lute, 93/129-40, on keyboard, 91/73, in virginalists, 92/123-38
Fischer, Johann Christian: and vibrato, 91/32
Fisk organ (Stanford Univ.), 88/107-32, 89/147-69, 92/159-97
flamenco, guitar techniques, 97/77
Fleury, Nicolas, figured basses, 96/201
flute: in 17th c. France, 88/16; and tonguing, 97/43-44
Fontana, Fabrizio: and chromaticism, 92/28
Fontana, Giovanni Battista: and soloistic bass parts in continuo, 96/86
Forster’s Virginal Book: and keyboard fingering, 92/136
fortepiano; and Mozart, 97/124-33
Franceschini, Petronio: and cello 96/89
Franci, Leopoldo: and mandolin performance 96/172
Freillon-Poncein: and tonguing, 97, 45, 47, 53, 55
French baroque: and current research, 88/10-24; and organ, 88/14-15; and performance practice, 88/10-11
Frescobaldi, Girolamo: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/30; Cento Partite by, 92/31; and d# in keyboard music, 92/21-13; and guitar in continuo, 97/67; and instrumental trios, 90/139-40, 163; and rubato, 94/44; and thorough bass, 97/93, 95, 105, 107-108; and trills (passaggi), 89/25; and tuning (Stanford organ), 92/175
Friderici, Daniel: and German music editions 95/173
Froberger, Johann Jacob: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/30-31; and chromatic notes, 92/93
Fröhlich, Joseph: and trombone, 96/190
Fuenllana, Miguel de: and ornaments, 91/18-19
Fuhrmann, Martin
Heinrich: and vibrato, 91/21
Fuller, David, on 17th c. keyboard performance, 91/78; review of Hefling, 94/133-45
Fuller Maitland, John Alexander; and rubato, 94/45
Fürstenau, Anton
Bernhard: and woodwind vibrato, 95/69
Fux, Johann Joseph: and mandolin, 96/170; performance in Viennese theater of, 95/84
Gable, Frederick: and vibrato 97/144
Gabrieli, Andrea: and d# in keyboard music, 92/18; and instrumental ensembles, 95/162
Gabrieli, Giovanni: and cello, 96/89; and d# in keyboard music, 92/18; and instrumental ensembles, 95/162; and thorough bass, 97/92; and trombone, 96/183
Gabrielli, Domenico: and cello 96/86
galant style: and Bach, 89/105
Galeazzi, Francesco: and orchestral playing, 91/28-29; and vibrato, 91/32
Galilei, Vincenzo: and dissonance, 97/105; and text expression, 95/16, 26
Galliard, John Ernest: and Tosi’s rubato, 94/34, 96/195-6
Galway, James: and woodwind vibrato 95/71
gamba, see viol
Ganassi, Silvestro: and shake, 96/74; and tonguing, 97/41, 49; and tonguing applied to trombone, 96/183
Garraudé, Alexis de: and portamento, 92/140-2, 154-5
García, Manuel: and types of aria, 89/139; and portamento, 92/140-44, 154-81; and singing and speech, 94/2-4, 10, 12-16, 18, 23-30
Gardner, Helen: art work and its environment, 96/13-14
Garnier, François-Joseph, on oboe articulation, 97/44
Gärtner, Jochen: and woodwind vibrato, 95/71-72
Gasparini, Francesco: and thorough bass, 97/110
Gaultier, Denis: and equal temperament, 96/121
Geiringer, Karl, his role in performance practice, 89/145-6
Gelinek, Josef: and piano pedaling 95/100
Geminiani, Francesco: and vibrato, 91/22, 24, 26, 29-30, 32
Gerhard, Roberto: and mandolin, 96/176
Gerle, Hans: and cello, 96/78, 81
Gesualdo, Carlo, keyboard piece by, 92/20
gesture: and Italian opera, 93/146-57; with singing, 96/146-62
Ghezzi, P. L., illustrations of cello, 96/92, 94
Ghislanzoni, Antonio: and opera conducting, 91/48
Giacobbi, Girolamo: and music in San Petronio (Bologna), 95/75; and thorough bass, 97/84, 110
Gibbons, Orlando: and music for creation of Prince Henry, 94/57; and ornamentation, 96/76
Gigault, Nicolas: and inequality, 94/122, 130
Giuliani, Mauro: and guitar performance, 97/72, 79
glass harmonic, 97/132
Glauert, Amanda: and Wagner performance, 94/248-9
Globokar, Vinko, use of trombone by, 96/192
Gluck, Christoph Willibald: and use of trombone, 96/188; performance in Viennese theater of, 95/80
Goede-Klinkhamer, Thérèse de: example of thorough bass realization by, 97/143
Gollmick, Carl: and use of timpani mallets, 97/204
Granados, Enrique: and guitar transcriptions, 97/78
Grandi, Alessandro: use of guitar in continuo by, 97/67
Granon: and tonguing, 97/49, 57
Gregorian chant, 91/67; ornamental neumes in, 96/39-65
Grieg, Edvard: playing his own works, 96/38; and tempo fluctuation, 97/147
Grocheo: and rhythm of chansons, 88/44-45; and “not so precisely measured” music, 88/48-49
Guglielmo Ebreo da Pesaro: and tempo of dance, 93/127-8
Guido of Arezzo: and notation, 96/62-63; and ornamental neumes, 96/44-47
Guillaume d’Amiens: and rondelles, 88/56
guitar, 15th-20th c., 97/61-79; in 17th c. France, 88/16
Gunn, John: and flute tonguing, 97/49, 54, 57
Haar, James, on unwritten monophony, 91/67-68
Hammond, Frederick, 92/30
Handel, George Frideric: and inequality, 94/147-8, 97/143; and mandolin, 96/170; performance of Messiah, 96/26; and timing of oratorios, 95/97; and overdotting, 97/143; performance in Viennese theater of, 95/89
Hanslick, Eduard: and Mozart’s clarinets, 97/154
Harding, Rosamund: and tempo, 89/42
harmonics, on guitar, 97/78
Harnoncourt, Nikolaus: and slur, 97/55-56; and vocal articulation, 97/52
harpsichord: in 17th c. France, 88/13-14; with split keys, 94/150-81
Harris, Ellen: and vibrato, 91/17-18
Harris-Warrick, on St. Lambert, 96/201; on pendulum tempos and dance, 97/145
Harutunian, John: and oriscus as chant ornament, 96/54
Harwood, Gregory: and conducting of Italian opera, 91/36
Haskell, Harry: and early music revival, 89/118
Hasse, Johann Adolf: and mandolin, 96/170; performance in Viennese theater of, 95/86
Hawkins, John, on Tallis motet, 94/57, 63
Haydn, Joseph: book by A. Peter Brown on The Creation; book by Somfai on performance practice, 97/116-23; and dots over notes, 97/36; and Eingang, 94/78; and piano pedaling, 93/160, 162, 95/102; performances in Viennese theater of, 95/84, 86, 89
Hefling, Stephen: and inequality and overdotting, 94/120-32, 97/51, 97/142-3
Heinichen, John David: 91/85-88; and German music edition, 95/174; and thorough
bass, 96/201, 97/82; and timing of oratorios, 95/97

Henry, Prince of Wales: and Tallis motet arrangements, 94/54-64

Henze, Hans Werner, use of guitar by, 97/78; use of mandolin by, 96/175

Herbst, Johann Andreas: and string bowing, 95/175

Herreweghe, Phillipe: and vibrato, 92/97

Hess, Ernst: and Mozart clarinets, 97/156

Hiley, David: and chant performance, 91/67

Hiller, John Adam: and articulation, 97/36; and rubato, 94/39, 96/195; and singing, 89/138

Hilliard Ensemble, use of vibrato by, 92/97

Hindemith, Paul, on musical conception by composer, 96/12; use of trombone by, 96/192

Historical Performance (periodical), review of, 90/100-102

Hitchcock, Wiley, on Caccini, 89/31

Hoffmann, Bruno: and glass harmonica, 97/132

Holoman, D. Kern: and opera conducting in Paris, 91/38

Hoppin, Richard, on partial signatures, 97/248, 253

Horowitz, Joseph, on Anton Seidl and Wagner, 94/252

Horowitz, Vladimir: and performance practice, 96/20; and rubato, 94/53

Hotteterre, Jacques: and inequality, 94/141, 97/45; and tonguing, 97/47-48, 50, 53-54; and wind vibrato, 91/21, 26, 95/67

Houle, George, on performance of Doulce memoire, 91/199-201

Hofmann, Josef: and rubato, 94/52-53

Hudson, Richard, book on rubato by, 96/194-200

Hughes, Andrew: and partial signatures, 97/249, 253; and troubadour and trouvère rhythm, 88/10

 Hüllmandel, Nicolas-Joseph: and articulation, 97/36

Hummel, Johann Nepomuk: and mandolin, 96/170; and piano pedaling, 95/100; and rubato, 94/45

Immyns, John: and Tallis motet, 94/63-64

Improvisation, 97/141-4

Inequality: 97/142-3; and Haydn, 97/118; and Heftling's book, 94/120-32; and Jacquet de la Guerre's opera, 95/50-51; and tonguing, 97/45

Ingegneri, Marc'Antonio: and lute duets, 95/152

Ingarden, Roman, on the identity of musical work, 96/129-30

Instruments, 91/66, 69; in Classic period, 88/29; in 15th c. improvisation, 97/141

Instrumental accompaniment, by troubadours and trouvères, 88/59-60
intonation: in flute performance (Tromlitz), 94/70-73
Jacchini, Giuseppe: and cello, 96/86, 89
Jackson, Roland: and Trabaci’s use of chromatic harpsichord, 92/20
Jacquet de la Guerre, Elisabeth-Claude: and performance of Céphale et Procris, 95/28-53
Jadin, Louis: and piano pedaling, 95/100
Jahn, Otto, on Josefa Duschek, 89/136-7
James, Dennis: and glass harmonica, 97/32
Janous, Josef: and bass clarinet, 97/155
jazz, use of trombone in, 96/192
Joachim, Joseph: and Brahms tempo modifications, 94/49; recordings by, 94/100
Johannes de Florentia: and rubato, 94/39
John (De musica, c1100), 96/62-63
John the Deacon: and chant notation 96/61
Johnstone, Alfred: and piano pedaling, 95/99
Joseph II: and Viennese theaters, 95/86
Jouy, Madame Brillon de; and piano pedaling, 95/100
Kalkbrenner, Christian: and rubato, 96/196
Kapsberger, Johann Hieronymus: and thorough bass, 97/83, 108-109, 112, 114
Karp, Cary, and pitch, 91/72
Kastner, Jean-Georges, and timpani technique
Kauffman, Deborah, on portamento in 19th c., 97/144
Kellner, Johann Peter: and German music edition, 95/174
Kelly, Fanny: and gesture in singing, 96/147
Kenyon, Nicholas, book on authenticity, 89/118
Kerll, Johann Caspar: and use of a♭, 92/24
keyboard: early and Classic period, 91/72; use of in French opera continuo, 88/13
keyboard performance, in Classic period, 88/31-32
King’s Singers: and use of vibrato, 92/97
Kirchner, Gerhard: and thorough bass, 97/105
Kirkpatrick, Ralph: and edition of Bach’s Goldberg Variations, 90/59; and metronome markings, 94/148-9
Kirnberger, Johann Philipp: and overture, 94/145; and tempo, 91/98
Kivy, Peter, book on authenticity, 97/1-10
Klotz, Hans: and interpretation of ornaments, 88/76-91
Koch, Heinrich Christoph: 97/121; and Benda’s rubato, 94/36
Koczalski, Raoul: and digressions from score, 96/110
Kodály, Zoltán: and rubato, 96/198
Köhler, Louis: and piano pedaling, 93/166, 95/103; and rubato, 94/49
Kostohryz, Milan: and Mozart’s clarinets, 97/155
Kratochvíl, Jiří: and Mozart’s clarinets, 97/155-6
Kraus, Clemens, as conductor in Vienna, 95/88
Kraavitt, Edward: and emotionalism in late 19th-c. performances, 97/146
Kuhnau, Johann, recording of, 90/103-4
Kullak, Adolf: and lengthening of single notes, 94/47
La Barre, Michel de: and slurs, 97/56
L’Affilard, Michel: and pendulums for tempo, 95/96, 97/145
Lambertus, Magister: and plica, 96/48
Landi, Stefano: and guitar in continuo, 97/67
Landini, Francesco: and Pythagorean tuning, 96/115; and quasi-Pythagorean tuning, 115-16
Landon, Christa: and Haydn, 97/116-17, 123
Landowska, Wanda, 89/118
Lanfranco, Giovanni Maria, and cello, 96/78; and meintone tuning, 92/165
Lanza, Gesualdo: and articulations in singing, 94/15, 17, 20-22
Lanzetti, Salvatore, cello sonatas, 96/95
LaRue, Jan: and analysis, 97/117
Lasser, J.B.: and rubato, 94/39
Lasso, Orlando di, lute arrangement of Susanne un jour by, 95/154; and villanesca, 90/121-37
Lassen, Eduard: and Strauss’s Don Juan, 97/12
Latin pronunciation, 92/103-08
Lavignac, Albert: and piano pedaling, 95/103
Lawson, Colin: and 18th c. clarinet, 97/171
Lebègue, Nicolas-Antoine: and tuning (Stanford organ), 92/186-7
Lebert, Sigmund, as editor, 97/38
Le Blanc, Hubert: and viola da gamba, 96/90
Leech-Wilkinson, Daniel, on historical practice as reflection of current taste, 96/5
Leedy, Douglas, on 20th c. intonation, 97/148-9
Legrenzi, Giovanni: and trio sonata, 90/155
Le Huray, Peter: and authenticity 91/208-10; and choir pitch, 95/94
Lenton, John: and French and Italian violin bowing, 95/61
Lenya, Lotte: and Kurt Weill, 96/153; and recordings, 96/17
Leupold, Wayne: and 19th c. organ, 91/72
Levin, Robert: and expressive historical
performance, 96/14; and Mozart’s cadenzas, 97/4
Liadov, Anatoly: and Scriabin, 96/112
Liebert, Reginaldus: and accidentals in partial signatures, 97/248-54
L’Illustration (Parisian journal): and conducting, 91/78-79
Lindberg, Christian: and trombone performance, 96/192
Lionnet, Jean: and polychoral singing in Rome, 95/113
Lindley, Mark, on keyboard fingerings, 91/73; on temperaments, 91/73, 97/148
Liszt, Franz: and digressions from score, 96/120; and rubato, 94/47-48, 51, 96/197-8; and piano pedaling, 93/166-7, 169, 172; performance in Viennese hall of, 95/92
Lobanov, Pavel: and transcription of Scriabin, 96/105; and Welte-Mignon piano, 96/102
Locke, Matthew: and dynamics, 97/150; and thorough bass, 97/97
Lorenzoni, Paolo: and tonguing, 97/54, 57
Lotz, Theodor: and Mozart’s basset clarinet, 97/153-4
Loulié, Étienne: and inequality, 94/137, 95/50, 97/45; and tonguing, 97/47, 52-53; and viol bow, 96/205
Lowinsky, Edward, on partial signatures, 97/248-9, 253
Llobet, Miguel: and guitar technique, 97/78
Luini, Giulio Cesare: and fresco of cello, 96/78-79
Lully, Jean-Baptiste: and bibliographical background, 88/11-12; and bowing, 95/55; and Brossard’s Académie, 95/31; and orchestra, 95/55; and pendulum tempos, 97/145; and performance questions, 88/11-12; and St. Lambert, 96/200; and scoring, 95/34-35; and tempo, 95/37
Lumsden, Alan: and wind articulation syllables, 91/74
Luzzaschi, Luzzasco: and accompaniment, 97/111; and archicembalo, 92/31
Mace, Thomas: and vibrato, 91/20; and rubato, 94/44
Macé: and falsobordone, 97/228
Machaut, Guillaume de, rondeaux, virelais, and ballades, 88/56
Mahaut, Antoine: and tonguing, 97/44, 56-57
Mahler, Gustav: and conducting in Vienna, 95/88; and use of guitar, 97/78; and mandolin, 96/173; and rubato, 94/49-50, 97/147; and R. Strauss, 97/24; and tempo, 90/70-72
Majo, Giuseppe de: and mandolin, 96/170
mandolin: 97/61; early, 91/202-7; 16th-20th c., 96/166-77; Italian variety, 91/202-4; Neapolitan and French varieties, 91/204-7

Manén, Lucie, on bel canto, 90/97-99

Marais, Marin: 91/80-84; and fingering, 91/21; and irregular temperaments, 96/119-20, 97/148; and vibrato, 91/21; and violin bowing, 96/205-6, 208

Marchettus of Padua: and musica ficta, 97/142

Marenzio, Luca: and lute duets, 95/153

Marini, Biagio: and trio sonata, 90/148-9

Marrou, Pierre: and inequality, 94/137

Mariani, Angelo: and opera conducting, 91/51-53. 56-58, 97-99

Marini, Biagio: use of guitar in continuo, 97/67

Marpurg, Friedrich Wilhelm: and dynamics, 97/150; and inequality, 94/144; and rubato, 94/39, 47, 96/196

Martino, Donald, articulations in, 97/39; nuances in, 97/40

Marty, Jean-Pierre, on Mozart’s tempo, 91/96-100, 97/121, 146

Maschera, Florentio: and lute arrangements, 95/158-60

Matteis, Nicola: and use of guitar in continuo, 97/67; and violin playing, 95/54, 56, 61, 64

Matthay, Tobias: and piano pedaling, 93/167; and rubato, 94/51

Mattheson, Johann: and cello, 96/89; and inequality, 94/124; and thorough bass, 96/201

Maugars, André: and polychoral music in Rome, 95/117

Mayone, Ascanio: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/10-13, 16-17, 27-28, 30-31; and use of d# on keyboard, 92/19

Mazzocchi, Domenico: and dynamics, 97/150; and guitar in continuo, 97/67

Mazzucato, Alberto, conductor at La Scala, 90/24

McEwen, John: and rubato, 94/51

McGann, Jerome: and literary editing, 96/134

meantone temperament: 94/88-89; and 17th c. keyboard instruments, 92/6

Mendel, Arthur, on Bach’s figured bass, 92/110; on vibrato, 92/97

Mendelssohn, Felix: and recordings by Joachim, 94/100; and piano pedaling, 93/164; and even tempo, 94/46; and lack of vibrato, 92/97

Mersenne, Marin: Basset (in Mersenne, 1636) on vibrato in lute playing, 91/20; and cello, 96/82; and cello fingering, 96/87 and guitar, 97/65; and tonguing, 97/52; and trombone, 96/186-7; and vocal diminutions, 93/141-5
Merula, Tarquinio: and chromatic notes, 92/21-22
Merulo, Claudio: and lute arrangements, 95/155
Messisbugo, Christoforo, account of 1529 banquet, 90/124
meter, 89/89-92, 90/106-8
Meyerbeer, Giacomo: 96/25; and portamento, 92/140; and timpani, 97/208
Mezzacapo, Edouard: and mandolin, 96/171
Michling, Klaus, book on baroque tempo, 95/96-98
Milán, Luis de: and diminutions, 91/116-18
Milano, Francesco Canova da: and lute duets, 95/163
Milchmeyer, Johann: and fortepiano pedaling, 97/132
Moens-Haenen: and vibrato, 91/19, 22, 32-33, 95, 92/91-92, 98, 97/143-4
Moldenit: and tonguing, 97/57
Moll, Kevin: and partial signature pieces, c1400, 97/142
Monari, Bartolomeo: and chromatic harmony, 92/29
monody (medieval): and rhythm, 89/82-88
Monroe, Bill, use of mandolin, 96/175
Monteverdi, Claudio: and use of cello in Orfeo, 96/81; and dissonance in thorough bass, 97/107; and dynamics, 97/150; and gesture in dramatic production, 93/148; and guitar in continuo, 97/67; and pitch in Vespers, 97/148; and proportions, 97/145
Morel de Lescer: and inequality, 94/125-6
Morley, Thomas: and articulation in singing, 94/25, 30
Moscheles, Ignaz: and piano pedaling, 95/104
Mottl, Felix: and Wagnerian tempo fluctuation, 97/146
mouthpieces, for trombone, 96/190
movements, order of in Classical period, 88/39; substitution of in Classical period, 88/39
Mozart, Leopold: 97/118; and relations with Breitkopf, 91/216; and dynamics, 97/150; and inequality, 94/31, 37, 143; and vibrato, 9122-27, 31; on Aloysia Weber as singer, 89/134-5; and W.A.M., 91/204, 211, 213; and W.A.M’s pedal piano, 97/180
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: and basset clarinet, 97/140, 152-91; and breathing in Don Giovanni (according to García), 94/10-12; and compositional process (substitute Friedrich Rochlitz for Mozart), 96/13; and concert arias, 89/139-43; and Eingang, 94/78; editions of, 88/28-29; and Haydn, 97/119-20, 122; and keyboard articulation, 97/35; and L. Mozart influence, 91/200; and librettists, 96/133; and large orchestra, 96/28; and
ornaments, 96/33; and pianos, 94/93,95; and piano pedaling, 93/160, 95/102; recordings of, 96/20; and rubato, 94/37-38, 44, 96/195-6, 97/143; and Saint-Saëns, 89/131-2; R. Strauss recordings of, 97/18, 24, 26; and symphonies, 91/211-17; and tempo, 91/96-100, 97/146; and trombone, 96/188; and vibrato, 91/19, 23, 28-32; performances in Viennese theater of, 95/84, 86-88, 91

Muck, Karl: and R. Strauss, 97/20

Mudarra, Alonso de: and diminutions, 91/118

Muffat, Georg: and bowing, 96/88; and Corelli, 91/209

Müller, Georg, on woodwind vibrato, 95/71

Mulliner Book: and stroke as ornament, 96/67-69, 70, 74

Munier, Carlo: and mandolin technique, 96/173, 175

Murcia, Santiago de: and guitar in continuo, 97/67

musica ficta: 91/69; and music theory, 90/73-77; and partial signatures, 97/142, 248-54; in troubadour and trouvère chansons, 88/58-59

Muzio, Emanuele: and Verdi conducting, 91/59-61

My Ladye Nevells Booke: and ornaments, 96/70

Narváez, Luis de: and diminutions, 91/118-19

Nathan, Isaac: and gesture in operatic singing, 96/146-7

Nattiez, Jean-Jacques: and Wagner performance, 94/248-50

narrative songs, of troubadours and trouvères, 88/57-58

Ness, Arthur: and Mozart’s bass clarinet, 97/156-8

Neumann, Frederick: tributes to and bibliography, 94/105-19; books by, 90/170-4, 91/89-95; and Heffling’s views on inequality and overdotting, 94/120-5, 133; and inequality, 94/140, 97/142; and Haydn’s ornaments, 97/118; and Mozart, 97/123; and Mozart’s ornaments, 89/142; and ornamentation, 97/120-1; and overdotting, 97/142; reply to Schwandt, 91/218-20; and vibrato, 92/91, 99-101

Newcomb, Anthony: and 16th c. secular polyphony, 91/68-69


Nichols, Raymond Lee: and Southern Harmony singing: 90/168

Niecks, Frederick: and piano pedaling, 93/167; and rubato, 94/50

Niedt, Friedrich Erhard: and German music editing, 95/174

Nikisch, Artur, recordings of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony

Nivers, Guillaume Gabriel: and figured bass, 96/201; and
inequality, 94/137; and organ tuning, 89/166-7
Norrington, Roger, 89/123; playing Beethoven, 96/28
North, Roger: and rubato, 96/195; and stroke ornaments, 96/71
notation, of troubadour and trouvère music, 88/45-46
Novello, Mary: and breathing in singing, 94/14-15
oboe: and tonguing, 97/43-44
Odington, Walter: and plica, 96/148
opera, conducting in 91/34-63; illustrations of conducting of, 91/40-46; cuts and insertions in, 88/40; diction and gesture in, 93/146-57
orchestra: and number of players in Bach, 91/5-13; in France, 88/13; in Classic period, 88/30; in 18th-19th c., 89/170-2
organ: and accompaniment of Roman 16th c. polychoral music, 95/123-25; and Bach, 90/86-89; in 19th c., 91/72; and split keys, 94/159, 162-69, 175-77
oriscus (ornament), 96/53-55
ornaments: in general, 97/141-4; in Gregorian chant, 96/39-65; to 1600, 88/72; in Spanish Renaissance vocal music, 91/116-85; in English virginalists, 96/66-77; in early-baroque vocal music, 89/5-33; in French baroque music, 88/16-17; in Jacquest de la Guerre, 95/44-50; in German baroque education, 95/173; in Bach, 88/76-91; in Mozart, 88/92-106; in Classic period, 88/35-37; in Mozart, 88/92-106; in Mozart concert arias, 89/141-2; in Classic flute performance (Tromlitz), 94/74-76. See also, diminutions.
Ortiz, Diego: and accompaniment, 97/110, 113; and instrumental ensembles, 95/163; and ornamentation in 16th c. Spain, 91/116
overdottting, 94/143, 97/142-3; and Hefling’s book, 94/120-32
Overend, Marmaduke: and tempo, 89/42
Ozanam, Jacques: and tonguing, 89/167-8
Pacelli, Asprilio; and digressions from score, 96/160; and rubato, 94/51
Paderewski, Ignace Jan: and agogic rubato, 94/47, 50-51; and digressions from score, 96/110
Paganini, Niccolò: and conducting in Parma, 90/16, 24-25; and recent rigidified interpretation, 96/7; and rubato, 96/196
Page, Christopher, and medieval performance practice, 91/66-67
Paisiello, Giovanni, performance in Viennese theater of, 95/86
Palestrina, Giovanni
Pierluigi da: and polychoral
music in Rome, 95/109, 125; and vibrato singing, 92/97

Panormo, Louis, guitar maker, 97/71

Parrott, Andrew: and Bach's choirs, 97/139; and pitch in Monteverdi, 97/148

Parthenia, ornaments in, 96/71

partial signatures: and musica ficta, 97/248-54

Pasquini, Bernardo; and chromatic notes, 92/29

Pasta, Giuditta: and gesture in singing, 96/148-9; and rubato in singing, 94/41

Pasternak, Leonid, picture of Scriabin, 96/98; and Scriabin's fingers, 96/109

Patti, Adelina: and portamento, 92/146

pedagogy, of piano by Chopin, 89/107-10

pendulums: and tempo, 89/43-57, 97/145

Penna, Lorenzo: and thorough bass, 97/82, 85-86, 91-92, 109, 111-112

Perea: and portamento, 92/158

Perez, Emilio: and portamento, 92/150

performance practice: in general, 91/64-79; analysis of, 96/16-38; and authenticity, 89/117-25, 91/208-10; and Classic period, 88/25-41; and criticism, 88/5, 6; and expressivity, 95/1-4; and historical instruments, 88/8; and the internet, 97/137-51; and interpretation, 88/7-8; questions concerning (Taruskin), 88/41; reflections on, 89/173-6, 90/117-20, 91/112-15, 96/1-15, 97/1-10; and 60s and 70s, 88/7; and visual analogy, 88/6

PPO (Performance Practice Online), 97/137-51

Perti, Giacomo Antonio: and cello, 96/86

Pesenti, Martino: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/15-16

Petri, J.S.: and rubato (1782), 94/39

Pfundt, Ernst: and timpani technique, 97/108-9

Philip, Robert, on early recordings and performance, 94/98-101, on 20th c. vibrato, 92/102

Piacenza, Domenico da: and 15th c. dance tempi, 93/116-17, 122-25, 128

piano: from 1700 to 1820, 94/93-97; in late 18th c., 97/35; in late 18th c. Vienna, 97/139-40; Mozart's pedal-piano, 97/179-82; in 19th c., 91/72; in Brahms, 89/58-72; Graf vs. Steinway, 97/5

piano pedaling, survey (18th c. to present), 93/158-78; in Cage, 175-6; and book by Rowland, 95/99-106

piano rolls: and Scriabin, 96/97-113

Picchi, Giovanni: and use of d# on keyboard, 92/20

Piccinni, Niccolò: and mandolin, 96/170

Piccioni: and thorough bass, 97/83
Pisador, Diego: and ornamentation, 91/119
Pisendel, Johann Georg: and inequality, 94/138
pitch; in later Middle Ages, 97/147; and late 16th c.
chiavette, 97/147-8; in 17th-18th c., 91/72
Planchart, Alejandro, on tempo and proportions, 91/69
Pleasants, Henry: and rubato, 96/199
plica, 96/47-49
Polk, Keith, on 15th c. instrumental improvisation, 97/141
Pollin, Francesco; and piano pedaling, 95/100
polychoral music, in Rome in late 16th c., 95/107-46
portamento: and early recordings, 94/99-100; in 19th and 20th c. music, 97/144; in Romantic opera, 92/139-58
portato, 97/34
Poulenc, Francis, use of trombone, 96, 192
Poulin, Pamela: and Stadler and basset clarinet, 97/158, 165
Powell, John, translation of St. Lambert, 96/201-4
Powell, Ardal, translation of Tromlitz, 94/66-77
Praetorius, Michael: and cello, 96/81, 83; and German musical education, 95/174; and lutes (picture), 95/152; and meantone tuning, 96/117; and thorough bass, 97/84, 100, 102-3; and trombone, 96/184-5, 187-8; and tuning (Stanford organ), 92/171; and vibrato, 91/18, 25; and viol family, 96, 85; and violone, 96/83
pressus (ornament), 96/55-56
Printz, Wolfgang Caspar: and German musical education, 95/174
Priscilla Bunbury's Book: and keyboard fingering, 92/34
Prokofiev, Sergei: and mandolin, 96/176; his recording of his Gavotta, 96/10
proportion: 91/69; in 15th c., 97/145; in Monteverdi, 97/145
pronunciation: and Latin, 92/103-08; historical and regional, 96/163-5
Prota: and mandolin, 96/170
Purcell, Henry: recordings in 40s vs. those of 60s of, 96/15; and sonatas, 95/64-66; and tempo gradations, 94/182-98; and violin playing, 95/54-66
Quantz, Johann Joachim: on few-voiced instrumental music, 90/162-3; and inequality, 94/125, 138-9; and overdotting, 97/142; and rubato, 94/34, 96/195; and tonguing, 97/43-44, 47-49, 51, 53, 55 57; and trio sonata, 90/164; and Tromlitz, 94/65; and woodwind vibrato, 95/67
quasi-Pythagorean temperament, 94, 87
Queisser, Carl T.: and trombone, 96/190
Quignard, Pascal, Tous les matins du monde, 96/208
quilisma, 96/49-51
Quintilian: and utterance, 94/32
Rachmaninoff, Sergei: and performance of Mozart’s A Major Variations, 91/112, 114-15; and performance of his own works, 96/23, 37; and rubato, 94/51
Raimbaut de Vacqueiras: and rhythm of estampie, 88/55
Rameau, Jean-Philippe: performance questions, 88/12, 13; and inequality, 94/127; and temperaments, 89/169; and St. Lambert, 96/202; and Saint-Saëns edition, 89/130-1; and thorough bass, 96/201
Ranieri, Silvio: and mandolin, 96/172-3
Ranum, Patricia M.: and tonguing, 97/53
Rasi, Francesco: and accidentals, 97/105; as first Orfeo, 93/148
Ratner, Leonard: and Haydn analysis, 97/122
Ravel, Maurice, as played by Long or Perlemuter, 96/37
Reaney, Gilbert: and partial signatures, 97/248, 253
recorder, in 17th c. France, 88/16
recordings: and performance practice, 94/98-101, 96/16-38; of Stravinsky, 88/61-70; of troubadours and trouvères, 88/53-54
Reich, Willi, on Mozart’s clarinet
Reicha, Antoine: and rubato, 94/37
Reichardt, Johann Friedrich: and Benda’s rubato, 94/35-36
Reincken, Johann Adam: and stroke as ornament, 96/66
Reinecke, Karl, performance in Viennese hall of, 95/92
repeats, in Classical works, 88/39
repercussive neumes, 96/51-52
Reynolds, Christopher, and medieval polyphony, 91/68
Rhaw, Georg: 97/229; and falsobordone interpretation, 97/228
rhythm: in medieval monody (John Stevens), 89/82-88; in medieval chansons, 88/42-60; in Classic period, 88/33-34; in flute performance (Tromlitz), 94/73
Ricci, Federico: and baton conducting, 91/39, 47
Ricordi, Tito: and conducting, 91/39
Riemann, Hugo: 97/38; and the term agogic, 94/49
Ries, Ferdinand: and Eingang in Beethoven, 94/79-80; and cadenza in Beethoven’s Third Concerto, 96/12
Rifkin, Joshua: and Bach’s choirs, 97/139
Ripin, Edwin: and keyboard instrument for WTC, 92/249, 261
Robertsbridge Codex: and rubato, 96/195
Rochberg, George, his cadenzas for Mozart, 97/4
Rodio, Rocco: and chromatic notes on keyboard, 92/18
Rognoni, Francesco: and early-baroque vocal ornamentation, 89/5-33
Rognoni, Riccardo: and tonguing, 97/49
Romani, Felice: and letter on conducting from Verdi, 90/7-57
Rome: and polychoral music in late 16th c., 95/107-46
Rosenblum, Sandra: and rubato in 18th c., 97/143
Rosenmüller, Johann: and trio sonata, 90/150
Rosenthal, Moriz: and digressions from score, 96/110
Rossi, Luigi: and guitar in continuo, 97/67
Rossi, Salamone: and trio sonata, 90/143-9
Rossini, Gioachino: and rigidified interpretation, 96/7; and rubato, 96/196; and singer changing his notes, 96/27-28; and timpani, 97/207-8
Rousseau, Jean: and inequality, 94/140-1; and vibrato, 91/21, 25
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques: and harpsichord playing, 94/127; and inequality, 94/130; and term piqué, 94/121-2
Rowland, David, book on piano pedaling, 95/99-106
rubato: book by Hudson, 96/194-200; survey (18th-20th c.), 94/33-53; in 18th c., 97/143; in late 19th c., 97/146; in Scriabin, 96/111; and expressivity, 95/2
Rubinstein, Anton: and piano pedaling, 93/158-78; performance in Viennese hall, 95/92
Sabaneev, Leonid: and Scriabin piano performance, 96/104
Sacchini, Antonio: and mandolin, 96/170
Sadie, Stanley: and performance practice in general, 91/69-79
Safonov, Vasily: and Scriabin, 96/103-4
Sainte Colombe: and viol bowing, 96/205; and viol shakes, 96/207
Saint-Lambert, Michel de: and tempo, 95/37; and time signatures, 95/97; treatise by, 96/201-04
Saint-Saëns, Camille, letter on early music, 89/126-32
salicus (ornament), 96/58
Salieri, Antonio: performances in Viennese theaters of, 95/86-87, 89
Salinas, Francesco de, 92/31
Salvatore, Giovanni, chromatic pieces by, 92/30; use of d# on keyboard by, 92/26
Sándor, György, performing Bartók, 96/37
Sandrin, Pierre Regnault dit: and performance of Doulce memoire, 91/199-200
Santa María, Tomás de: and keyboard fingering, 92/125, 138; and ornaments, 91/116-17
Sapió, Antonio: and gesture with singing, 96/148
Sattler, C.F.: and trombone construction, 96/190
Saul, Jack: and Szell, 97/15
Sax, Adolphe: and trombone, 96/189
Schalk, Franz, conductor in Vienna, 95/174
Scheibe, Johann Adolph: and baroque German music education, 95/174
Scheidt, Samuel: and keyboard articulation, 97/33
Schelle, Johann: and coloratura, 95/175-6
Schenk, Erich, on Aloysia Weber, 89/134
Schickhardt, Johann Christian: and tonguing, 97/51, 53
Schmitt, Hans: and piano pedaling, 93/166
Schoenberg, Arnold: and articulation, 97/39; his crescendos, 96/37; and use of guitar, 97/78; and use of mandolin, 96/173; and rubato, 96/198
Scholes, Percy: and rubato, 96/199
Schönfeld, Johann Ferdinand: and keyboard continuo in Vienna (1796), 97/118
Schroeder, Eunice, on mensuration signs, 93/126
Schubert, Franz: and articulation, 97/38; and even tempo, 94/46; performance in Viennese theater of, 95/87
Schuller, Gunther, use of trombone, 96/192
Scholes, Percy: and rubato, 96/199
Schulz, J.A.P.: and overdotting, 94/131; and rubato, 94/40
Schulze, Hans-Joachim, on Bach’s orchestra, 91/5-13
Schumann, Clara: and Brahms’s piano, 93, 172
Schumann, Robert: and piano pedaling, 93/165-6; recordings of, 96/20
Schütz, Heinrich: and meantone tuning, 96/118
Schwandt, Erich, on L’Affilard’s pendulum tempi, 95/96-97
Schwenencke, C.F.G., arrangement of Mozart Clarinet Concerto, 97/157, 159, 164-5
Schwendler, Maximilian: and woodwind vibrato, 95/69-70
scandicus (ornament), 96/58
Scaramelli, Giuseppe: and conducting Italian opera, 91/35
Scarlatti, Alessandro, use of mandolin, 96’170
Scarlatti, Domenico: and keyboard instruments used, 96/12
scordatura: and mandolin, 96/175
Scriabin, Alexander: and performing own works, 96/37-38, 97-113; and piano pedaling, 93/171; and rubato, 94/51; and tempo fluctuation, 97/147
scoring, of Jacquet de la Guerre, 95/34-36
Seashore, Carl: and vibrato, 92/93
secular monody, 91/66-67
secular polyphony, in 16th c., 91/68-69
Serkin, Peter: and rubato, 94/53
Sermisy, Claudin de: and performance of Doulce memoire, 91/199-201
Severi, Francesco: and falsobordone performance, 97/229, 233-7; and salmi passaggetti, 95/17
Seyfried, Ignaz von: and Beethoven’s rubato, 94/45
Shakespeare, William: and sighing and singing, 94/26
Shawe-Taylor, Desmond: and Wagnerian singing, 94/250-1
shawm band, 97/141
Shuman, Davis, use of trombone, 96/192
Siegel, Samuel: and mandolin performance, 96/173
Signoretti, P.: and vibrato, 91/22
Simpson, Christopher: and articulation, 94/30-31
singing: and gesture, 96/146-62
Sisman, Elaine, on 18th c. form, 97/118, 120-1
slide: in Bach, 88/90-91
slur: in Bach’s organ works, 89/105
Smart, Benjamin: and elocution in singing, 96/148
Somfai, László, portion of book on Haydn performance, 97/116-23
sonance: and vibrato (Neumann), 91/16
Sonleithner, Leopold von: and Schubert’s even rhythm, 94/46
Sor, Fernando: and guitar technique, 97/71, 74
Soriano, Francesco: and polychoral performance at Rome, 95/111, 125
Southern Harmony singing, 90/164-9
Sparks, Paul, on early mandolin, 91/202-7
Spataro, Giovanni, chapellmaster in San Petronio (Bologna), 95/74
Speer, Daniel: and trombone ornaments, 96/187-8; and tuning cello, 96/86
split-keyed instruments, 92/5-43, 94/150-81
Spoehr, Ludwig: and rubato, 94/41, 96/196
Stadler, Anton: and basset clarinet in Mozart, 97/140, 153-4, 168, 171, 173, 175-78, 180, 183
Stalder, Hans-Rudolf, on basset clarinet, 97/157
Stamitz, Johann: and Eingang, 94/78
Stanford organ: and tuning, 88/107-32, 89/147-69, 92/159-97
Starke: and piano pedaling, 95/100
Stein, Johann Andreas: and fortepiano, 97/124
Stephenson, Trevor, performance on fortepiano, 97/124-33
Stevens, Denis: and Tallis’s motet for 40 parts, 94/54, 60
Stevens, John: and troubadour rhythm, 88/50
Steibelt, Daniel: and piano pedaling, 95/100
Sternberg, Constantin von: and rubato, 94/51
St. Gall: and letters and rubato, 94/43; and neumes as ornaments 96/56
stops (on early piano), 93/159
Storace, Bernardo: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/25, 27, 30
Storace, Stephen: and gestures with singing, 96/160-2
Stowell, Robin: and Classical and Romantic strings, 91/72; and string vibrato, 92/112
Stradivari, Antonio: and cello, 96/80
Strauss, Richard: 91/72; his own Don Juan recordings, 97/11-30; performances in Viennese theaters of, 95/88, 92
Stravinsky, Igor: and changes in own works, 96/111; and effect on contemporary performance, 96/3-6; and use of mandolin, 96/175; and player as "executant," 97/40; his recordings of own works, 96/11-12, 19; and rubato, 94/52, 96/198-9; and Sacre, 88/61-70; and tempo, 88/61-70; and use of trombone, 96/192
Strayhorn, Billy, recorded performances, 96/20-21
Streicher, Andreas: and piano, 97/124; and piano pedaling, 95/106, 97/132
Strepponi, Giuseppina: and Verdi, 91/59
Striggio, Alessandro, lute arrangements by, 95/155-9, 163-4
strokes: and virginalist ornaments, 96/66-77
Strong, Roy: and masque for creation of Henry, 94/57
Strozzi, Giulio: and Florentine camara, 90/80
Strozzi, Gregorio: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/27-28, 30; and use of d#, 92/28
Sulzer, Johann Georg: and Ouvertüre article mentioning overdotting in Bach, 94/144
Süssmayer, Franz Xaver: and bass clarinet, 97/184
Sweelinck, Jan Pieterszoon: and tuning on Stanford organ, 92/173-4
Szell, George: and performance of R. Strauss, 97/15-16, 25
Tagliavini, Luigi: and Neapolitan chromatic keyboards, 92/25
Tallis, Thomas, 40-part motet, Spem in alium, 94/54-64
Tallis Scholars: and vibrato, 92/97-98
Talsma, Willem Retze, theory of tempo, 95/96-97
Taneev, Sergei: and Scriabin, 96/112
Tárrega, Francisco: and guitar technique, 97/72, 75-76
Tartini, Giuseppe: and vibrato, 91/22
Taruskin, Richard: 89/175-6; and authenticity, 94/100-101; and book, Text and Act, 96/1-15; and early music, 89/118; and performance practice, 91/113-15; and performance practice as a historical phenomenon, 97/8
Tausig, Carl: and digression from score, 96/110
Taylor, Franklin: and rubato, 94/50
temperaments (tuning): in L. Couperin and M. Marais, 97/148; equal, 94/91-92; tempérament ordinaire, 94/90
tempo: 91/69; in meter, 91/209-10; in baroque (book by Miehling), 95/96-98; in Purcell, 94/182-98; in Jacquet de la Guerre, 95/36-39; in Classic period, 88/32-33; in late 18th c. (Crotch’s pendulums), 89/34-57; in flute performance (Tromlitz), 94/73-74; in Mozart, 91/215; in Mahler, 90/70-72; in Stravinsky (Le sacre), 88/61-70
tempo flexibility: and early recordings, 94/99-100
Tenducci, Giusto: and singing and breathing, 94/13-14
Tenschert, Roland: and Stadler’s clarinet, 97/154
Teplow, Deborah A.: and Marin Marais, 91/80-85
Terzi, Giovanni Antonio: and lute ensembles, 95/147-70
terz guitar, 97/79

Thomas, Ambroise: and portamento, 92/140, 145, 149-53, 157-8
Thompson, Virgil: and rubato, 96/199
thorough bass: 91/85-88; in Italian baroque, 89/93-99; in early 17th c. Italy, 97/80-115; and St. Lambert, 96/201-4; in Classic period, 88/38; and importance of theorists, 97/143
timpani, survey of construction and performance, 97/192-211
Tinctoris, Johannes: and dance, 93/126; and proportion signs, 97/145; and shawm band, 97/141
Tatelouze, Jehan: and tuning (Stanford organ), 92/168, 170
Toft, Robert: and 16th c. accidentals, 93/179-82
Tomkins, Thomas: and keyboard fingering, 92/133-5
Tomlinson, Gary, on authenticity, 89/175
tonguing: on 17th-18th c. woodwinds, 97/41-60
torculus (ornament), 96/60
Torres, Antonio, guitar maker, 97/71
Torres, Joseph de: and thorough bass, 97/93-94
Toscanini, Arturo: and recording of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, 96/24; and Puccini’s La fanciulla, 91/34; and rubato, 94/52-53
Tosi, Pier Francesco: and rubato, 94/33-34, 37, 39, 96/195-6; and singing, 89/138; and vibrato, 91/18
Tovey, Donald: and Mozart’s clarinet, 97/154-5
Trabaci, Giovanni Maria: and chromatic harpsichord, 92/10, 13-14, 20, 31, 37-43; and use of d#, 92/26
transposition: and facilitating performance of difficult chromatic keys, 92/8
Trendelenburg, Wilhelm: and vibrato, 91/23
trill: and Klotz’s Bach interpretation, 88/85-90; and flute performance (Tromlitz), 94/67-68, 76-77
trio sonata: and number of players in 17th c., 90/138-64
Troiano, Massimo: and account of music at wedding in Munich, 90/121-37
trombone, survey (15th c. to present), 96/178-93
trombone (contrabass), in Wagner, 96/191
Tromlitz, Johann Georg: and flute playing, 94/65-77; and tonguing, 97/49, 55, 57; and woodwind vibrato, 95/67-68
troubadour and troubière chansons: and rhythm in, 88/42-60; and approximately equal rhythm, 88/48-49; and changes in repetition, 97/212-23; and multiple versions, 88/46-48; and modal rhythm, 88/51-53; and text as basis, 88/49
tuba, in Wagner, 96/191
Tudor, David: and Cage’s indeterminism, 94/235, 239-41
Tudor music, 95/93-95
tuning: general survey of, 96/114-21; in Renaissance and baroque, 88/107-32, 94/85-92; in 17th c., 92/29; and French baroque, 88/14; and Fisk organ (Stanford University), 88/107-32, 92/159-97; in 20th c. 97/148-9
Turetzky, Bertram: and contemporary contrabass, 92/113-16
Turini, Francesco: and trio sonata, 90/148-9
Türk, Daniel Gottlieb: and appoggiatura, 97/126, 128; and articulation, 97/130; and dynamics, 95/2-3; and Eingang, 94/82; and expression, 97/133; and rubato, 94/39, 44, 47, 96/196
Turner, John: and singing and breathing, 94/23, 31
Tyler, James, on early mandolin, 91/202-7
Uccelini, Marco: and trio sonata, 90/149, 154-5
Uebel, F. Arthur: and basset clarinet, 97/157
unwritten monophony, 91/67-68
Urtext editions, 96/135
Valderrábano, Enríquez de: and ornaments, 91/118
Valentini, Roberto: and mandolin, 96/170
Vallet, Nicolas: and lute fingerings, 93/129-40
Vanderhagen: and tonguing, 97/49, 57
Van der Werf: and troubadour and troubère rhythm, 97/212, 220
Veazey, Charles: and woodwind vibrato, 95/72

Ventadorn, Bernart de: interpretation of meter in, 97/215

venues (for musical performance): in Bologna (San Petronio), 95/73-82; in Vienna, 95/83-92

Verdi, Giuseppe: and letter (Giovanni d'arco), 90/7-57; and librettists, 96/133; and opera conducting, 91/49-62; performance in Viennese theaters of, 95/88

Viadana, Ludovico: and embellished falsobordone, 95/17; and falsobordone, 97/229-230, 241-7; and polychoral singing in Renaissance, 95/113; thorough bass, 97/87, 89, 90, 112

vibrato: baroque vs. modern, 92/90-102; in Mersenne (flattement), 96/87; in Mozart (Zaslaw), 91/28-33; ornamental form of, 97/143-4; oscillation of, 91/15; and Neumann, 91/14-27, 221-3, and singing, 89/139-40; woodwinds 18thc. to present, 95/67-72

Vicentino, Nicola: 92/16; and enharmonic instruments, 92/27; and polychoral singing at Rome, 95/111

Vienna: and musical venues, 95/83-92

Villa-Lobos, Heitor: and articulation, 97/39; and guitar technique, 97/77; and piano pedaling, 93/174

villanesca: and Lasso, 90/121-37

Vincent: modified meantone tuning, 89/154

viol: and cello, 96/82; in 17th c. France, 88/15

viola, in French opera, 88/13

violin, 1760-1840, 88/29

violin performance, in 17th c. England, 95/54-66

violone: and cello, 96/83

Virdung, Sebastian: and translation by Bullard, 94/242-7; and trombone, 96/181

virginals: and split key, 94/152-3

virginalist music; and ornaments, 96/66-77

Vitali, Giovanni Battista, 90/146-8; and cello, 96/86, 89; and guitar in continuo, 97/67

Vivaldi, Antonio: and use of mandolin, 96/167, 170

Viviani, Giovanni

Buonaventura: and trio sonata, 90/158-60

Vogel: and tuning of Stanford organ, 92/165, 168, 172

Vogt, Matthias Theodor: and Wagner festival, 94/252

voices, 91/71-72

voice types: and pitch (1380-1450), 97/147

Vorschlag, as interpreted by Klotz, 81/82-85

Wagenseil, Georg

Christoph: and trombone, 96/188

Wagner, Richard: book on performance of, 94/248-52; and rubato, 94/49; and
singing, 97/140; as conducted by R. Strauss, 97/20; and tempo fluctuation, 97/146; and trombone in orchestra, 96/191; performances in Viennese theaters of, 95/87-88

Wagner, Wieland: and 1956 production of *Die Meistersinger*, 94/251

Walls, Peter: and baroque strings, 91/72

Walter, Benno: and R. Strauss, 97/20

Warren, Michael: and Shakespeare *King Lear* edition, 96/131-2

Weait, Christopher: and woodwind vibrato, 95/71

Weber, Aloysia: and performance of Mozart's Concert Aria K294, 89/133-6

Weber, Carl Maria von: performance in Viennese theaters of, 95/87

Weber, Gottfried: and trombone, 96/190

Webern, Anton: and use of guitar, 97/78; and use of mandolin, 96/173

Weelkes manuscript: and fingering, 92/135; and ornaments, 96/73

Weill, Kurt, editing of, 96/127-45

Weingartner, Felix: and modifications of orchestrations, 97/24; and Wagnerian tempo fluctuations, 97/146; and concert in Viennese theater, 95/88

Weisberg, Arthur: and woodwind vibrato, 95/70-71

Welte Mignon player piano, 96/99-104

Wesley, John, singing and phrasing, 94/25

Wheelock, Gretchen: and humor in Haydn, 97/122

Willart, Adrian: and lute arrangements, 95/155

Willetts, Pamela; and Tallis, 94/54, 60

Williams, Peter: and keyboard instruments, 91/72

Wilson, Cynthia, thorough bass realizations by, 97/98-101

wind instruments, in French baroque, 88/16

Winter, Peter von: and gesture with singing, 96/149

Winter, Robert: and 19th c. performance, 91/72

Wolf, Ernst Wilhelm: and contrametric rubato, 94/35

Wolf, Hugo: and late 19th c. rubato, 97/147

Wolff, Christian, performance of Cage by, 94/235

Wolff, Christoph, edition of Bach's *Goldberg Variations* by, 90/58-69

Wölfli, Joseph: and piano pedaling, 95/100

woodwind instruments: 91/76-78; vibrato in, 95/67-72

Wright, Thomas: and tempo markings, 89/42

Wulstan, David, book on Tudor music, 95/93-95

Zacconi, Lodovico: and ornaments, 91/120; and
rubato, 94/34; and vibrato, 91/25

Zannetti, Gasparo: and cello notation, 96/87

Zarlino, Gioseffo: and counterpoint, 97/83; and dissonance, 97/86-87; and enharmonic, 92/28

Zaslaw, Neal: and performance practice, 91/112-13; and Mozart’s symphonies, 91/211-17; and Mozart’s vibrato, 91/23-25; and scoring in 18th c., 97/169-71; and vibrato, 91/19, 27